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Oak Tree Times
All the news that’s t for camp….
Net Neutrality
To understand what’s going on, you need to know what net neutrality
is. Net neutrality or N.N.is by definition, “The principle that Internet
service providers should enable access to all content and applications
regardless of the source, and without favoring or blocking particular products
or websites” (Wikepedia). This means that you may be charged for spending
1GB of data, but the charge won’t change depending on what site you are
using. However, the FCC wants to end net neutrality. If this happened, network
companies would be able to control what sites you could visit. For example,
net neutrality allows you to go on YouTube whenever you want. However, if
the FCC was able to end net neutrality, companies could force you to pay a fee
to visit that website. If you didn’t pay the fee, the companies could slow down
the loading time of that website, or block it entirely overall.
Companies like Verizon, Comcast, and AT&T are supporting this
idea. If you are wondering why, it is pretty simple. If they are able to slow sites
down, they can bully any site they want into paying any amount of money to
go at regular speed.
As you can tell, this negatively affects almost everyone that uses the
internet. The FCC is cutting off public feedback on July 16th. If you want to
help stop this (or read more), please visit this website.
https://www.battleforthenet.com/

THE ANONYMOUS POLITICS GUY
Greetings, CAAP! Today I will be writing about a pretty substantial event in
politics that has become a big headache for the Trump administration.
According to documents released by Donald Trump Jr, he had contact with a
Russian government attorney who had “serious negative evidence” against
Hillary Clinton, according to CNN. this is obviously a HUGE problem for the
trump administration, as it proves that Trump’s campaign team had contact with
the Russian government, and that the Russians did at least try to provide them
with negative info about the democratic candidate. This makes the excuse of
those who would defend Trump; that the Russian hacking scandal is ‘smoke
and mirrors’, not work anymore because there is conclusive evidence that this
is a very real problem.
If you would like to learn more about this situation, go to
http://www.cnn.com/2017/07/11/politics/trumpjrrussiapolitics/index.html for
more.
Thank you for reading this article today. Just so people know, I am exclusively
going to be covering US politics in this column. Thank you for reading
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Hello again. Today I got another request.

PAM
Well, Pam, of course, is secretly a crazy
sheep. What else would you expect from
someone so wild and wooly? She shaves
every day to take o the wool. As a lamb,
she longed to be a human. One day while
she was grazing calmly in the elds, the
magical fairy Pamela uttered down to
her and said, ‘Flu y,’ (that was her sheep
name) ‘I have been watching you for all
your life, and I noticed something special
about you. You want to be a human. So,
with your permission, I will turn you into
one because I am the good fairy Pamela
who grants good little sheepie’s wishes.’
Flu y/Pam was ecstatic, of course, so she
said, ‘Yes!! When will you do it?’ ‘Right now!’
Pamela said, and she waved her magic
wand and suddenly, a baby named
Pamela (after the good fairy) was born to
a Mr. and Mrs. Swift.
To Be Continued…
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Honey Badger
The Honey Badger if you did not know is a badger living
around in Africa, Southwest Asia, and an Indian
Subcontinent. But what is so special about this badger?
Well. It doesn‛t care at all. Literally it was recorded in the
Guinness Book Of World Records as the most fearless
animal. It stands up to Lions, Jackals, Cobras, and a lot more
dangerous animals. If bitten by a cobra when trying to get
one for food, it just passes out like an adult without coffee.
Then it wakes up and goes back to eating like the little fat
animal he/she is. It got insanely popular from a video with a
non-camp appropriate name where this dude narrates about
the honey badger and it‛s hilarious, besides all the bad
language. These things are also escape artists and are very
smart. This guy made a Honey Badger Alcatraz and they put
Honey Badger in it. Of course it somehow escaped by using
some spare planks as a ramp. They also can open doors
(raptors of the future? DUN DUN DA). Anyway, they‛re just
really annoying animals so if you ever go to Africa or
Southwest Asia try not to get eaten by Honey Badgers.
-Random Guy ¯\_(ツ)_/¯

CAPTALOO!
Once there was a man name Mr. Ca. His son’s name is
Pta, and Mr. Pta’s son name is Loo, and Mr. Loo’s son name is…
Captaloo! [ Ca +Pta +Loo = Captaloo ]
Mr. Captaloo said, “I have money!” Then he showed
a sign like this: $ Then he saw a spider holding a paper. It wrote
on the paper: $&$‐@,reserch : $&$‐@ in T&T
supermarket+Family mart.#13910453628721* By,the $&$’s
guest,Joxi Jofy‐joe the spider.The spider’s name is Joxi.
Mr. Captaloo went to the T&Tfamilymart and got the
$&$‐@.Then he got an ant and a robot. He drove the robot to
the bank. When he almost opened the door. A bandit raced
out. He was holding a huge bag. Captaloo raced into his
robot.The robot step into the bandit. The bandit is dead!
Captaloo lived happily ever a er.The End by Arthur Wang
The Riddle column
woooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo
Today I got my second note in my folder thankyou marcy !!!!!!! You are right the
answer is: A clock.
Today´s riddle is: What has to be broken before you can use it?
Hope to see your answers in my folder
ps:can you guess my name???
Have you ever had the question?
Why is the sky blue?
The sky is blue because the sky scatters more blue
light particles more than red particles. That’s
what makes it blue.
Made by:Sylvie
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What Would Make CAAP Better?
This week at camp, I asked a bunch of people what
they think would make CAAP better. Here are some
of their answers.
More free periods for people to teach what
they want
Younger dance classes
More classes outside
A playground class
5 more minutes at the end of each period to
clean up
Bollywood dancing
Irish step dancing
Candle making
Baseball class
Floor hockey class
Gimme the Bits Class
Graffiti class
Ska Band Class
All you can eat ice cream day
6 weeks of camp
More art classes for young kids in period 5
Napping Class
Theme painting class
Full OTT given to all campers
Circus class
Field Trips
Slime making class
Bring back Beatles Sing-Along
Coin Design Class
Murals
Mosaic Class
Reading Period
Make-your-own-paint Class
Trampolines
Water Slides
Human hamster ball class
What do you think would make CAAP better?
Submit suggestions in my folder! By Elijah Rhyne

The Video Game Review Guy
Helloooooo, CAAP! Today I am doing something weird.
Downright shocking, in fact. Today I am not reviewing a
video game, but an INTERACTIVE WEBSITE! (The horror!)
This is probably the one time I will review something other
than a videogame, so pay close attention. The website
www.weavesilk.com, or just Silk, is a beautiful interactive
art website where you create patterns of breathtaking
silken waves. You can choose levels of symmetry and
color, and can even create spirals. And if you want to save
your work, simply click the save button (which is shaped
like a camera) then right-click the thumbnail to save it to
your computer as a PNG. it is easy to use and to top it all
of, versions of it are on the apple app store for newer and
older models of iPads, iPod touches, and iPhones. While
sadly not free, these apps are cheap and also worth every penny.
And now, this article reaches its conclusion. Thanks for reading!
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Tag
Hi! Thank you to Hallie for tagging me! My name’s Anna Rahilly, and I’m ﬁ een years old. I go to Newton North High
School, where I will be a sophomore next year. This is my second year at camp. I’m taking a combina on of ac ve,
wri ng, and art classes this summer. I love swimming, ice cream (it’s my favorite food ever!!) and my cat, Max. I hate
olives, homework, and waking up early. Later this summer I’ll be spending some me on the Cape and Martha’s Vineyard
while ﬁnishing up the summer swim season. I love camp because it’s a place free of judgement where you can express
who you really are. I’m so lucky I get to go to camp and all of you younger guys should really cherish your me here. I’d
like to tag Luca Rudens ne. Bye!

Felicia, Kale and Grant hosted a spectacular noontime show today. First, we had an awesome performance by
Junior Girls Rock Band! They sang “Ride” which is a song in the new movie, Cars 3. Next, the screen came down,
and Illustrating Nature, Mixed Media, and Painter’s Studio squished all their art into one big slideshow. The art was
amazing, and it really showed you how much talent we have here at CAAP. After that, Erika Bach performed a
beautiful song she wrote in songwriting. I think that song could almost be on the radio! As our fourth performance,
Nina and Nyla sang an Adele cover. It was almost better than the original! Fifth, there was a basic photo slideshow.
Thew were pretty photos, especially for a beginner class. Then, Pop Singing sang a song (try saying that 5 times
fast!) called Gone, Gone, Gone by Phillip Phillips. They sung it Beautifully, and there were some amazing soloists!.
Lastly, Mystery Materials creatively used a specific material to create a different painting, sculpture or any art
project. It was overall a great noontime show, and one of my favorite so far!

Mad Libs
Embarrassing text message from your mom
MOM: Hi ______! It’s mom, you forgot your ______. I can’t wait to meet your _______ tonight.
Name
Noun
Noun
Remember when you ______to the ______ and ______ ? Be sure to show your ______those
Verb
Noun
Verb
Noun
cute _______ from when you were _______. Don’t forget to feed ______ the _______when you
Noun
Number`
Noun
Animal
get home from _______. I hope you don’t _______ or _______ tonight. I set out a very _______
Place
Verb
Verb
Adjective
dinner for you and your _________. It has ________ and ________ and ________. I love you
Noun
Food
Food
Food
my _________ baby. See you later! P.S No ________ tonight. LOL!!xoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxox
Adjective
Verb
KID: k,But why is that so ________?
Adjective

MOM: Lots of ________!!!!!
KID: MOMMM!!! ___________
Word starting with L
Annoyed word
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Surprising facts About Disney Princesses

Garden Goddess #4

Here I have some surprising facts about Disney movies:
1. 101 Dalmatians, Peter Pan, on the Lady and the Tramp
and Mulan are some of the only animated Disney films
where the parents don’t die during the course of the
movie.
2. The Beast from the film Beauty and the Beast is made
up of many different animals. They say he has the
head of a buffalo, brow of a gorilla and the body of a
bear, the name of a lion, the tusks of a boar and the
legs and tail of a wolf.
3. Rapunzel and Flynn Rider are seen as characters in
Frozen.
4. Mickey Mouse, Goofy and Donald Duck are all seen in
The Little Mermaid.
5. Pirates of the Caribbean is the most expensive film
ever made.
6. Tangled is the secondmost expensive movie ever
made.
7. It would take about 9.4million balloons to lift Carl’s
house in Up.
8. The name that Mulan uses when she’s pretending to
be a boy (Fa Ping) is a pun on the Chinese term for
“eye candy”
9. The film Wreck it Ralph was almost called High Score
and Joe Jump.
10. Anna from Frozen is the first Disney Princess to have a
duet with a villain.
11. The Beatles almost had roles in a Disney film. They
were meant to be the vultures from the Jungle Book.
12. Belle is the only Disney princess to have hazel colored
eyes.
13. We don’t really know Prince Charming’s actual name.
14. Even the queen in Sleeping Beauty is never given a
name.
To be continued… Sophia Liu

Hi, Everyone (again)! Last time I checked my
question folder, I found that I had a request to “Talk about
how we need to save the bees!!” So, today, that is what I am
going to do. Let’s get started!
Bees, of all kinds, play a huge part in our ecosystem.
Without them, we would have some HUGE problems! For
example, bees pollinate 70/100 of the main crops of humans
(if bees went extinct, lots of food we take for granted
wouldn’t strive anymore). Also, honey bees make $30 billion
worth of supplies of crops for us. And, to top that, if an
animal’s diet consists of a certain plant (a plant that can only
survive if a bee pollinates it), and then the plant can’t survive,
there goes the animal’s food source! And what happens to
the animal? Without bees, plenty of species would die out.
It sounds really bad, right? Well, I’m sorry to say,
bees are dying… and now that I’ve told you why we need to
save the bees (and as soon as possible), I’ll tell you what you
can do to help:
1) Try not to spray pesticides while owers are
in bloom (if the bees are poisoned, then
they die)
2) Plant owers and plants in your yard that
bees like
3) Don’t cut as many weeds, they aren’t such a
bad thing in terms of helping the bees
4) YOU ARE NOT BEING HUNTED BY BEES! Do
not be afraid of them; do not kill them!
5) Spread the word about helping the bees
6) This may sound weird, but bees get thirsty
too. Try to remember to put a small
container of water outside for them
By: The Garden Goddess

The real random column
Hello fellow caapetens. Today i will write about some
new random classes that i think should be in caap.
● Advanced levitating 1
● Basic sleeping
● Basic slapping your friend in the face
● Advanced life
● Learning the meaning of life
● Basic petting dogs
● Reading newspapers
● Being mean to CITS
● Lawn mowing
● Playing tag
Now please put things in my folder.
Thanks.

Book Reviews
Book #3/The Titan’s Curse
This book starts out mysteriously when Thea daughter of Zeus
(from The Sea of Monsters), Percy, Annabeth and Grover find
two new demigods. But they can’t figure out which gods are
their parents. When attempting to return to camp HalfBlood
they encounter a monster. Annabeth gets kidnapped after the
battle by the monster. Thankfully, before the monster can kidnap
anyone else, the hunters of Artemis come. The older sister of
the two demigods joined The Hunters of Artemis. leaving her
little brother alone. Artemis leaves to find a monster. And gets
lost! So Banika (the older sister), Zoe (a girl in the hunt), and
Grover go on a quest to find Annabeth and Artemis. But when
the Oracle says someone is going to die, things get interesting.
Read the book to find out what happens next. By Hanna
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HERBERT THE HEDGEHOG PART 10
After Herbert and Helena rested for a little bit they
continued their journey. Most of it was in silence until Herbert
recognized something. “Helena!” he yelled, “Helena, come
look!”
His sister Helena, who had been sleeping, yawned
and stood on her stumpy, wobbly feet. She looked up and
suddenly she snapped out of her sleepy daze. “Oh my
goodness, Herbert, you were right!” she cried joyfully. The two
hedgehogs spent a moment just staring at the thing. It was a
tree, a very old oak tree. Herbert and his sister knew this tree
because this was the place they were born, the place where
their mother was born, and the place where their ancestors
were born. This ancient tree marked the beautiful meadow
where their family had lived for many, many generations. They
had found what they had been searching for.
They wandered deeper into the meadow. The freezing
snow stung their feet and turned the tips of their noses
blue(ish). The meadow was strangely quiet, and Herbert
wondered why he couldn’t hear the sounds of his brothers and
sisters playing, or his mother shooing them inside the den. But
when he reached the den he saw why.
They were gone.

TO BE CONTINUED…

The Cooking Column
Creme Brulee
Ingredients
●
●
●
●
●
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

6.
7.

8.

6 egg yolks
6 tablespoons white sugar, divided
½ teaspoon vanilla extract
2 ½ cups heavy cream
2 tablespoons brown sugar
Directions
Preheat the oven to 300 degrees
Beat egg yolks, 4 tablespoons sugar and vanilla extract in a
mixing bowl until thick and creamy.
Pour cream in a saucepan and stir over low heat until it almost
comes to a boil. Remove the cream from heat immediately. Stir
cream into egg yolk mixture, beat until combined.
Pour cream mixture into the top of a double boiler. Stir over
simmering until mixture lightly coats the back of a spoon, about
3 minutes. Remove mixture from heat immediately and pour into
a shallow heatproof dish.
Bake in pre-heated oven for 30 minutes. Remove from oven and
cool to room temperature. Refrigerate for 1 hour at least or
overnight.
Preheat oven to a boil
In a small bowl combine remaining 2 tablespoons white sugar
and brown sugar. Sift this mixture evenly over the custard. Place
dish under broiler until sugar melts, about 2 minutes. Watch
carefully so it does not burn.
Remove from heat and allow to cool. Refrigerate until custard is
set again.
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Tips To Being An Actor:
I have acted at a local acting troupe for four years so these tips
will be easier to write. I’m assuming that the person that asked
about how to be an actor is in one of the musicals. So without
further ado, here are my tips as an expert of how to be an actor.
1.) First Think: “What is my part?” “What does my character
want?” (Goals, wishes, etc.) “What is my character's opinion on
what’s happening around them?” “What’s happening around my
character?” In order to memorise lines you have to understand
who you are trying to be. Whether you’re playing an orphan
living a hard knock life, a tween just about to turn thirteen, or a
god transforming into a peasant, you have an opinion.
2.) Now that your character is properly identi ed and you
understand what you’re on stage for, it’s time to start with lines.
After you have all your lines memorized all you have to do from
there is the fun part, giving your character... character! There are
two ways you can memorize your lines, or you can do a mix of
both. You can do word play or call and response.
Word play: This is my absolute favorite thing to do while
memorising lines although sometimes there are better
options. If you can create jokes that work with your lines
they will be easier to remember. This method doesn’t
only work for lines. When I was memorising parts of the
brain my dad made a bunch of cheesy jokes to help me
remember. The cerebellum became Sarah the Ballerina
(cera- bellerina) in control of posture and coordination.
After that I knew exactly what to say when my teacher
asked what part of the brain controlled posture.
Call and response: This is a much more straight forward
way to remember lines. As an eight year old with one
line in my rst play I always heard the older girls reciting
their lines from their scripts over and over again. At one
point I heard their lines so often that I knew them too,
maybe even better than them! Hearing the same thing
can get it stuck in your head. Ask a friend and family
member whenever they see your script laying around to
pick it up and read a cue and line out loud to you. If
you're watching a show or listening to music hearing
lines in a casual atmosphere will make it stick.
And that’s how to be an actor! Want a tip or two with your life?
You can put it in my folder outside of the OTT room. Tips to being
___.
Sincerely, A tips expert.
Classroom Spies 12:
Hello Caapers! Today’s article is about Clay for All Ages
(period 5 .) Recently they have been working on shaping animals
and goblets. (Goblets are basically cups for those who don’t
know.) How you start both of these things is with a pinch-pot. A
pinch-pot is a ball of clay with a hole make by a thumb. With a
pinch-pot you continue to make it bigger so that it can be used
for clay. Next you work on a coil. Eventually you will put coils
and pinch-pots together to create what you are working on.
Thank you for reading!
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Fun Fact of the Day!

Have you ever been to shows
such as Blue Man Group,
Cirque du Soleil, “69° S. (The
Shackleton Project),”and
“Sleep No More?” There is
something very funny about
all those shows; All those shows are silent. These
shows have surprisingly gripped audiences!
“Losing language was really helpful,” a co-founder
Chris Wink says. Hope you enjoyed this fun fact of the
day. There will be a Fun Fact of the Day at least once a
week - The Fact-ors

Optical illusions #2

1.what is wrong with this picture?

2. Can you see the black dots?

The rant column
This is the rant column and I am ran ng about why gymnas cs is not
in most schools as a sport of choice. I was a compe ve gymnast for
8 years and I had thought oh hey if I keep going with this I will be
able to get a scholarship and go to college for free; yeah well guess
what, if you are a gymnast you can't get a scholarship for your sport
want to go to yale on a scholarship for gymnas cs. Guess what, they
don’t have it as a sport. As a former gymnast I made lifelong friends
on the team. gymnas cs also gave the conﬁdence to get my grades
up in case I had a chance to get a scholarship to college, but there are
only 8 colleges out of the 546 that oﬀer gymnas cs. That is only
1.47% of the colleges in the U.S and that is absurd.
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Lots o’ Pups
Hello!
Now, Laila sadly said in the last article
that Helena was holding a baby. We were
searching for Hedgey.
ခနစ ပ ။ သတကလ မယပ တယ။ မနမ ။
က န တမ ပ တတ။ က န တ မဘမ ။
အလဘတ။ ထအ Helena ။ Hedgey ။ င ကပ !
That‛s what hedgehog had tattooed on
his back. The baby was Hedgey. We returned him to Al. I
guess Helena was a mom! The tattoo meant “The seven.
They‛re coming. Burmese. We speak. My parents. Albert. And
Helena. Hedgey. Is me!” The tattoo was in Burmese.
The seven are something I‛ve never thought of. I was not in
the seventh issue of the OTT last year. But that was
because I was trying to fix a virus. You may know that the
OTT was not posted online, though it had a place for it on
the CAAP website. Now that virus was actually by Trump. It
made all of the pictures on the CAAP website into corn, and
un-artsy things, including Trump‛s hair (Sorry to Costumes
and Playing With Your Food). And then there started being
posts from @, like “People that are 10 years old and up have
to write about real news” or “No, 9 and up”. So, I will do
that, because the way to fight a virus (which was still on the
website when I was doing all this) is to do it, but in a
different way. Today I‛ll be making real news about dogs!
Laila will say the fake alternative, and you‛ll have to guess
which word is fake!
Lost dog found after surviving for seconds in the mountains!
-New York Post
That was easy, wasn‛t it! The true news will be at the
bottom.
Rescue dog spots a lion and lends a helping paw! - iHeartDogs
Clever dog wins at “The Floor Is Water” -iHeartDogs
Now for the true nws:
Lost dog found after surviving for 9 months in the
mountains! -New York Post
Rescue dog spots a stray and lends a helping paw! iHeartDogs
Clever dog wins at “The Floor Is Lava” -iHeartDogs
Then I looked at the website. It said things like “LOL!!!”,
“HAHAHA!!!”, and the occasional meme. Oh no, umm… Sad
news!
Sadistic
(Sa-dis-tic)
Deriving pleasure from inflicting, suffering, or humiliation of
others.
Oh no! That‛s the definition of him! The website said
“NOOOOOO!!!” He was getting too many emotions! He died.
The end.
Sadly I do not have time for dogs from around the world.
Goodbye from Laila and Mr. Owner!☺
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